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Abbreviated New Drug Application
America Invents Act
Appellate Litigation
Bank and Finance
Business and Tort Litigation
Contracts
Copyrights
Corporate
High Technologies
Intellectual Property
Intellectual Property Litigation
Internet Domain Names
ITC Section 337 Litigation
Licensing and IP Transactions
Life Sciences
Litigation
Mergers and Acquisitions
Patent Litigation
Patents
Post Grant Proceedings
Strategic IP Counseling
Trade Secret Litigation
Trade Secrets
Trademark and Copyright Litigation
Trademarks and Advertising

IP Law
Leaders
Integrated Professional (IP) Law
Leaders is the business leader’s legal
companion from corporate formation,
through early growth and financing,
and onto establishment of global
presence and dominance.
Our Practice Areas cover the core of
Corporate, Intellectual Property, and
Litigation and Appeals law through the
lens of today’s technology leaders.
By a practice diverse in skill sets, yet
focused on modern industries, IPLL is
uniquely qualified to protect and
expand business innovation.

Practice Group: Litigation & Appeals
IPLL’s Litigation and Appeals Practice Group is a
leader across the business and technology sectors.
Our attorneys possessing a long track record of
achievement in complex commercial disputes,
where the stakes are exceedingly high.
We also bring exceptional industry knowledge and
provide leading edge advice. With experienced trial
and appellate lawyers, we litigate and win
commercial disputes across multiple industries and
geographies.

Practice Groups

Industries

Practice Group: Corporate
IPLL’s Corporate Practice Group is comprised of
attorneys and legal assistants who have established
a national reputation for excellence in the quality
and delivery of legal services.

Complimented by advanced degrees and years of
experience in the marketplace, IPLL’s world class
attorneys are uniquely qualified to handle legal
disputes that arise in multiple industry sectors and
related practice areas.

Our counsel have represented clients from nearly
every type of high technology and biotechnology
focused industry, form of legal structure and venue
for business transactions. Yet our counsel share in
common the commitment to meet the full legal
needs of every client, regardless of the size or
scope of their matters.

Practice Group: Intellectual Property
IPLL’s Intellectual Property Practice Group
includes attorneys and legal assistants with multiple
decades of IP experience who have distinguished
themselves in the profession.
Holding advanced degrees and bringing years of
industry experience in cutting-edge scientific
disciplines, our counsel have represented clients
throughout the world in IP procurement,
prosecution, registration, licensing, technology
transfer and litigation.

• Biotechnology
• Chemical
• Clean and Green
Technology
• Communications
• Electronic and
Info Technology
• Entertainment &
Sports

• High Technologies
• Internet and Domain Names
• Life Sciences
• Medical Devices
• Nanotechnology
• Pharmaceuticals
• Financial Services

Representative Litigations
& Appeals
IPLL has represented many of the world’s most
successful companies in their complex district
court and appellate litigation matters. When the
stakes are high, clients turn to our seasoned trial
counsel.
•

Exemplary litigations:
www.iplawleaders.com/category/
representative-litigations/

Our Client Centered
Approach
Our attorneys are highly specialized to cover the
gamut of legal knowledge and business expertise.
By working closely with each other and our
clients in teams, at our firm we integrate legal
knowledge with client expectations, augment our
understanding of their desires and business
needs, and provide added benefit through
reduced costs.

Contact Us






Washington, DC
DC Metro Area
Boston
Silicon Valley
Austin

See: www.iplawleaders/contact
Tel: +1-800-549-0787
Email: info@iplawleaders.com

Web: www.iplawleaders.com

